In multirate multicasting, different users (receivers) within the same multicast group could receive service at different rates, depending on user requirements and network congestion level. Compared to unirate multicasting, this provides more flexibility to the user, and allows more efficient usage of network resources. In this paper, we address the rate control problem for multirate multicast sessions, with the objective of maximizing the total receiver utility. This aggregate utility maximization problem not only takes into account the heterogeneity in user requirements, but also provides a unified framework for diverse fairness objectives. We propose an algorithm for this problem and show, through analysis and simulation, that it converges to the optimal rates. In spite of the non-separability of the problem, the solution that we develop is completely decentralized, scalable and does not require the network to know the receiver utilities. The algorithm requires very simple computations both for the user and the network, and also has very low overhead of network congestion feedback. Moreover, the algorithm does not require the network links to maintain per-flow state, and is suitable for deployment in the current internet.
INTRODUCTION
In conventional or unirate multicasting, all receivers of the same multicast group receive service at the same rate.
However, in general, different receivers belonging to the same multicast group can have widely different characteristics. Thus a single rate of transmission per multicast group is likely to overwhelm the slow receivers and starve the fast ones. Multirate transmission, where the receivers of the same multicast group could receive data at different rates, can be used to accommodate these diverse requirements. Naturally, multirate multicasting is the preferred mode of data delivery for many real-time applications, including teleconferencing and audio/video broadcasting. Multirate transmission allows a receiver to receive data at a rate that is commensurate with its requirements and capabilities, and also with the capacity of the path leading to it from the source. One way of achieving multirate transmission is through hierarchical encoding of real time signals. In this approach, a signal is encoded into a number of layers that can be incrementally combined to provide progressive refinement. This layered transmission scheme can be used for both audio and video transmissions over the internet,6'28 and has potentials for use in ATM networks as well.14 In the case of the internet, each layer can be transmitted as a separate multicast group and receivers can adapt to congestion by joining and leaving these groups (see Ref. 17 ,19 for internet protocols for adding and dropping layers).
Note that in multirate multicasting, there is no unique multicast session rate, and one needs to consider receiver rates separately. In this case, the transmission rate of a multicast session (multicast group) on a link needs to be equal to the maximum of the rates of all receivers downstream of that link (since it has to match the fastest of the downstream receivers). Note that throughout this paper, the terms "session" and "group" are used synonymously, and in general refer to a multirate multicast session/group. Also note that a unicast session is a just special case of a multirate multicast session (in that case the session/group consists of a single receiver).
Compared to unirate multicasting, multirate multicasting also allows more efficient use of the network resources. For efficient use of the network, an effective rate control strategy is necessary. The rate control algorithm should ensure that the traffic offered to a network by different traffic sources remain within the limits that the network can carry. Moreover, it should also ensure that the network resources are shared by the competing flows in some fair manner. It may therefore be desirable that the rate control algorithm would steer the network towards a point where some measure of global fairness is maximized.
Recently, there has been a considerable interest in the problem of fair allocation of resources for multirate multicast sessions. However, most of the work in this area is concerned only with the notion of max-mm fairness (see Ref. 22, [24] [25] [26] . Although there has been a lot of research on the utility maximization problem for unicast case (see Ref. 13, 16, 27, 15, 9) , the multirate multicast case has not received significant attention. It is worth noting here that there are a number of factors which make the multirate multicast problem significantly different and considerably more complex than its unicast version. For instance, the problem in the multirate multicast case is non-separable and non-differentiable, unlike the unicast case (we discuss more on this in the subsequent sections). The multirate multicast utility maximization problem was first addressed in Ref. 10 . Here, the authors propose distributed algorithms for this problem; their approach is based on dual methods. In this paper, we take a different approach, and derive a primal algorithm based on non-differentiable optimization methods. The algorithm that we propose is distributed, scalable, and does not require the network to know the receiver utilities. Also, both the user and network (link/node) sub-algorithms are extremely simple, and the overhead of the communication between the network and the user is very low. Moreover, in our algorithm, per-session (per-group) states need not be maintained at the network links. These features make the algorithm very attractive in terms of practical deployment. On the other hand, the algorithms in Ref. 10 suffer from several practical shortcomings (they have high overhead of computation and communication, and require the network links to maintain per-session state). A detailed comparison of the algorithm proposed in this paper and those in Ref. 10 is presented in Section 8 of this paper. Very recently, Deb and Srikant7'8 have also developed a primal-based algorithm for optimization based rate control of multirate multicast sessions. In Section 8, we compare the approach in Ref. 7, 8 with that proposed in this paper.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the rate control problem is presented formally as an optimization problem. In Section 3, we state the algorithm requirements, and outline our basic solution approach. In Section 4, we present an iterative algorithm for the rate control optimization problem. Section 5 presents the convergence analysis for this iterative optimization algorithm. In Section 6, we describe how this algorithm can be implemented in a real network. In Section 7, we demonstrate the convergence of our algorithm in an asynchronous network environment through simulations. We compare our approach with the existing approaches in Section 8, and conclude in Section 9.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
First we describe the network model, and formulate the rate control problem as a convex optimization problem. In the subsequent sections, we will show how we can achieve the optimal rates for this problem.
Consider a network consisting of a set L of unidirectional links, where a link 1 L has capacity Cj. The network is shared by a set of M multicast groups (sessions). Each multicast group is associated with a unique source, a set of receivers, and a set of links that the multicast group uses (the set of links forms a tree)* . Thus any multicast group m E M is specified by {Sm, Rm, Lm} where 8m j the source, Lm jS the set of links in the multicast tree, and Rm 5 the set of receivers in group m. As already mentioned, the total rate of traffic of a multicast group over any link on the tree must be equal to the maximum of the traffic rates of all downstream receivers of the group.
Let R be the set of all receivers over all multicast groups. Also let S R denote the set of receivers using link 1 E L. Each receiver r has a minimum required transmission rate br 0, and a maximum required transmission *We assume fixed path routing. So the tree associated with each multicast group is fixed. rate Br < °° Moreover, each receiver r is associated with a utility function Ur : -p which is assumed to be concave, bounded and twice-continuously differentiable in the interval Xr [br , Br] . Thus receiver r has a utility Ur(Xr) when it is receiving traffic at a rate x, where Xr E Xr.t We will refer to the variables Xr as the "receiver rates".
We are interested in maximizing the "social welfare" , i.e., sum of the utilities over all receivers, subject to the link constraints, as well as the maximum/minimum rate constraints. The problem can be posed as: P : maximize Ur(r) rER subject to
Xr E Xr VrER (2) Note that S1 fl Rm 5 the set of receivers of group m that use link 1. Thus the term maxrEs,nRm Zr denotes the rate of traffic of multicast group m on link 1. Also note that when S1 fl Rm ,the term maxrEsjnRm Zr fl (1) should be interpreted as zero.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some new terminology, which will help us in describing the algorithms presented in the subsequent sections of this paper. We then discuss the features that are necessary in any multirate multicast rate control algorithm for the algorithm to be practically viable. In this section, we also outline the basic solution approach that is used in deriving the optimization algorithm presented in the next section.
Terminology
Consider Figure 1 , which shows an example of a multicast tree where .s is the source node and {ri , r2, r3 , r4} is the set of receiver nodes. The rest of the nodes in the multicast tree can be classified into junction nodes and non-junction nodes, as shown in the figure. Junction nodes are the forking nodes, i.e. ,nodes where the multicast tree "branches off" . Thus in Figure 1 , {r5, r6,r7} are junction nodes. Receiver/junction nodes of different multicast groups are considered to be logically different, even if they are physically located at the same node. In the rest of the paper, we assume that the receivers are only at the leaf nodes of the multicast tree. There is no loss of generality in assuming this, since a receiver at a non-leaf node can be replaced by creating a new leaf node and placing the receiver in it, and connecting the new leaf node to the non-leaf node (where the receiver is actually located) by a link with infinite capacity. Moreover, note that any leaf node must be a receiver node. The parent of a receiver/junction node r refers to the closest junction/source node in the upstream path from r towards the source. Also, by child of junction/source node r, we would refer to any receiver/junction node whose parent is the node r. Thus in Figure 1 , r5 is the parent of ri , r7 is the parent of r5 , s is the parent of r7 . Similarly, r7 is a child of s , while r5 , r6 are children of T7 , and so on.
In general, we assume that the receiver decides its rate based on its utility function and the network congestion feedback. It then sends its request to its parent node. A junction node gathers all such requests (from its children nodes) , takes the maximum of all the rates requested, and requests that rate from its parent node. Requests go up the tree through the junction nodes in this fashion until it reaches the source node. The source sends traffic to its children nodes at their requested rates; these nodes then send traffic to their children nodes, and so on, and the traffic finally reaches the receivers at their requested rates.
tThe differentiability assumptions are only for the sake of simplicity of exposition and analysis. The algorithms and convergence results presented in this paper can be extended to non-differentiable functions by using subgradients23 instead of the usual derivatives.
tWe also assume the function U,. S known only to the receiver r.
• where the nodes in the network act like processors in a distributed computation system (where the coordinating information is exchanged in terms of congestion and rate feedbacks) and reach the system optimum without any centralized coordinator. Closely tied to decentralization is the issue of scalability. A solution would not scale if, for example, the source or a junction node in the multicast tree has to maintain some state information for all downstream receivers of the tree. Since the number of receivers in the group can be very large, this might lead to tremendous processing/storage pressure on such a node, particularly if the node is the source, or a junction node close to the source. Therefore we would like to have a solution where processing/storage overhead at a node in a multicast tree does not depend significantly on the size of the tree.
The rate control algorithm must scale not only with the size of a multicast group, but also with the total number of multicast sessions going through a link/node of the network. Therefore, we would like to have a solution where the network routers are not required to maintain state information on a per-flow (per-session) basis. However, due to the multirate nature of the traffic, some state overhead is unavoidable for routers that are junction nodes of one or more multicast sessions. This is because a junction node needs to store at least the rate information about each of its children. Thus a router has to maintain per-session information for all multirate multicast sessions for which it is a junction node. However, we would like to have a solution where the routers would not need to maintain any state information for a session for which it is a non-junction node. Thus in such a solution, no per-flow state would be required at the network nodes if all the sessions are unicast (since there are no junction nodes in the unicast case).
Conformity with existing standards is another important criterion. The rate control algorithm should be such that it can be implemented without a major modification to the existing standards. In the current networking standards like IP multicast, a junction node may not know the identity of all the downstream receivers, but will only know the downstream nodes it must forward a packet to. Therefore we require a rate control algorithm which does not require a junction node to communicate with nodes other than its immediate neighbors.
We would also prefer to have a solution where the complex computations (required for the optimization process)
are limited to the end-hosts only. For practical viability, the computations that the core routers are required to perform must be kept very simple. It is also desirable that the overhead of information exchange (required in the optimization process) between the network and end-hosts is as low as possible, such that it can be contained within a few bytes in the packet header.
The rate control algorithm that we propose in this paper satisfies all of the above criteria. It is distributed, and the user and network algorithms are appealingly simple. The algorithm also has a very low network feedback overhead. In the algorithm, all the network needs to know from the receivers are the receiver rates. This, however, can also estimated by measuring the rates at the network nodes. In our algorithm, with measurement-based estimation of receiver rates, a router does not need to maintain per-session information for sessions for which it is a non-junction node; the per-session information maintained for sessions for which it is a junction node is also small. Moreover, a source/junction/receiver node only needs to communicate with its parent or children nodes, and does not need to know about the nodes further downstream/upstream. Thus the solution is scalable, and conforms well with the existing standards.
Solution Approach
Note that in the unicast version of the problem, the link constraints are linear and the problem P is separable. Separable problems are amenable to distributed solutions.3 In our case, however, the problem P contains some max functions. The max functions, besides being nonlinear, couple several variables together, making the problem non-separable. Moreover, note that the max functions are non-differentiable. All these factors make the problem significantly different than its unicast version. Obtaining a solution that satisfies all the requirements described in the last subsection is an interesting and challenging problem.
Note that the max functions are piecewise linear, and hence the constraint set in (1) can be replaced by a set of linear inequalities. Linearizing the constraint set makes the problem separable, and thus helps in obtaining a distributed solution. This linearization can be done in several different ways, and if not done appropriately, it can result in a very large number of linear constraints, posing a difficulty in obtaining a scalable solution. The linearization approach was taken in Ref. 10 , which shows how the linearization can be done so as to obtain a scalable solution. Distributed algorithms are then obtained by applying dual methods to this linearized problem.
In this paper, we take a different approach. The algorithm that we propose is obtained through non-differentiable optimization methods, particularly those based on subgradients. A subgradient, defined in the context of convex/concave functions, can be viewed as a generalized gradient, and may exist even if the gradient does not (as is the case for non-differentiable functions) . The motivation, derivation and analysis of our algorithm are heavily based on results in subgradient optimization theory, mainly those by N.Z. Shor23 and B.T. Poljak.2° The problem of nonseparability (as well as non-differentiability) of the constraint functions can be effectively handled using subgradients. The use of subgradients thus allows us to develop a simple distributed solution to the non-separable problem P . Our algorithm is developed in such a way that the scalability and other requirements stated above are also appropriately addressed.
It is also worth noting here that unlike the algorithms in Ref. 10 (which are dual-based), our algorithm is a primal algorithm. The algorithm presented here has significant advantages over those presented in Ref. 10 , in terms of the objectives outlined in the previous subsection (see Section 8).
AN OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we present an iterative optimization algorithm for the problem P. The convergence properties of the algorithm is investigated in the next section. In Section 6 we show how this algorithm can be implemented in a real network in a distributed and scalable way.
Notation
Before we present the algorithm, we introduce some notation that we will use. Let 1? be the set of all junction nodes ( over all multicast groups) . Let R = B U R be the set of all receiver and junction nodes (over all multicast groups).
For any r E R, let irr denote the parent node of r. Thus in Figure 1 , irri r5 , T7
etc. For any r E R, let Cr {r : r' r} denote the set of all children nodes of r. Thus in Figure 1 , Cr7 {r5, r6}, Cr5
,r2}, etc.
For anyr E 1?, let Lr denote the set of all links whose immediate downstream junction/receiver node is r. In other words, Lr 1S the setof all links between the nodes 'irr and r in the particular multicast tree to which 'iir and r belongs.
Thus in Figure 1 , Lr7 consists of all links between s and r7 , Lr5 consists of all links between r7 and r5 , Lrj consists of all links between r5 and r1 , and so on. Now define the set S, C R as S1 = {r : 1 E Lr}. Thus Sj consists of all junction and receiver nodes that are the immediate downstream nodes of sessions that go through link 1. For any r E R, let Tr denote the set of receiver nodes that are included in the tree rooted at r. Thus in Figure 1 , Tr5 {ri ,r2}, T7 {ri , r2 ,r3,r4} etc. Now for each r E R, define a variable Xr such that it denotes the rate of traffic that the junction node r receives from its parent node (we will call these "junction rates" in analogy with "receiver rates" ). Note that the junction rates are simply a function of the receiver rates. Thus for any r E R, Xr 5 defined as Xr maxr'ETr Xr' . Moreover, with this notation, for any r E R, Xr maxr'Ecr Xr! . Also note that the capacity constraint for link 1 (cf., (1)) can now be simply written as >rEj Xr S Cj.
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For any r E R, let Qr denote the set of all junction and receiver nodes from the source node to r, including r but excluding the source node. Thus in Figure 1 , Qr5 {r7, r5}, Q.1 = {r7, r5, r1 }, and so on.
An Iterative Algorithm
For any r E R, let x denote the rate of the receiver node r at the nth iterative step. Then for any r E R, = maxr; ET Xr! denotes the rate of the junction node r at the nth iterative step. In our algorithm, the rate update procedure for receiver r at the nth iterative step can he summed up as follows:
increases according to the "incremental utility" U, (x(')) , while it decreases according to the "congestion penalty"
$n) (1412) will be defined shortly). The quantity p can thought of as a measure of the congestion caused by r at step n, and thus determines the rate at which r "backs off" on detecting congestion in its path. As we will see later (when we describe the practical implementation of the algorithm in Section 6), the congestion penalty is basically the congestion feedback provided by the network to the receiver (user). Before we describe the rate update procedure in detail, let us define the congestion penalty formally in terms of the receiver rates and network parameters.
First we introduce a few variables that will be useful in defining the congestion penalty p For each link 1 E L,
define E1 as (
We will refer to the variable E as the "link congestion indicator" for link 1. Now, for each r R, define as = i:
IEL,.
Therefore, indicates how many of the links in Lr are congested at step n.
Let 1 be the set of all source nodes (over all multicast groups) . Let Ro ç 11 be the set of all junction and receiver nodes whose parent node is a source node. Thus Rç {r : rr,. E 11}. Associate a variable ar satisfying 0 < a,. < 1 with each r E R \ R0 . We will refer to ar as the "penalty splitting factor" associated with junction/receiver node r, the reasons for which will be clarified shortly. Let c$ denote the penalty splitting factor for r at the nth iterative step. We require these penalty splitting factors to satisfy certain conditions, as we will see later.
The definition of the congestion penalty, as will be stated shortly, can be motivated as follows. Let us interpret (n) as the penalty to be paid for congesting link 1 (by each of the multicast sessions using link 1) at step n. Now consider a junction node r' belonging to any multicast group m. Then e is the total penalty to be paid by m for congesting the links in Lri . Let this penalty be charged to r' (recall that for links in Lri 'r' is the closest downstream node belonging to rn's multicast tree). Now let r' split this penalty among its children nodes. Also for any r" E Cr', let a be the factor that determines what proportion of this penalty is charged to r" (thus r" is charged a penalty of ae?). Each child node then splits the penalty charged to it amongst its children nodes (again according to the splitting factors of the nodes that are charged), and this goes on until the penalties are transferred to the receivers. It is then easy to see that the penalty charged to receiver r E Tn (for congesting the links in Li ) is equal
to ( Ur" EQ\Q ' er" ) e, . Note that for any receiver node r, the penalty for congesting the links in Lr 15 charged entirely to r, since it is the only downstream receiver (of that group) for those links. Now assume that the penalties of all links of the multicast tree are split up amongst the receivers in the manner just described. Then a receiver pays a penalty for each of the links it uses (i.e., the links in the path from the source to that particular receiver) . Note that for any receiver r, U,' EQ L' represents the set of links that r uses. Therefore, the total penalty that receiver r pays is the sum of the penalties paid for the links in U,.' EQ "r' Now let us define the congestion penalty formally. For each r E B, define p as pfl) = >i: H c2,) ) e (5) 7., EQ r" eQ.\Q,
(n).
Note that for r = r, the term flr"Q\Q , ar!i should be interpreted as 1. Also note that Pr iS zero if none of the links that receiver r uses is congested. Now we state the update procedure for the receiver rates. In the update procedure stated below, { ]x denotes a projection1 on the set Xr. For each r R, Xr 5 updated as follows
where K (the "penalty scaling factor") is a positive constant, and > 0 is the step-size at the nth iterative step.
Conditions on the splitting factors
For our algorithm to work correctly, at every step n, the splitting factors a,. must satisfy the following conditions a(n) 0 V r E R \ Rc r'EC.
Constraints (7) state that the splitting factors are non-negative. Constraints (8) state that the sum of the splitting factors of all of the children of a junction node must add up to I . Constraints (9) state that the splitting factor of a node is zero if it is not receiving the same rate as its parent. Since the rate of the parent node is the maximum of the rates of its children, this implies that the splitting factor of a node is zero if its rate is not the maximum amongst the rates of all of its sibling nodes. In other words, the penalty at a node is split amongst only those children who are receiving the maximum rates. Note that the above constraints allows us to have both fractional and integral (0 and 1) splitting factors. Choosing fractional splitting factors, however, has certain drawbacks in terms of practical implementation, as we will discuss in Section 6. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we will only be concerned with integral splitting factors. In that case, (7) is replaced by the following constraint: a(n) E {O,1} VrER\Rci (10) 
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we investigate the convergence of the iterative algorithm outlined in the last section. The convergence analysis presented here assume that the splitting factors satisfy (8)- (10) . The results hold even if the splitting factors satisfy the more general conditions (7)- (9) . However, the analysis in that case is more complex and space-consuming, and is omitted in this paper. In the following, let x = (x,. i. E R) denote the vector of the receiver rates. Let x() denote the vector of receiver rates at the nth iterative step. Let XR denote the entire region in the RI-dimensional space where x is constrained to lie due to (2), i.e., XR = {(x1, ...,XIRI) : X E Xr Vr E R}. Thus the set of constraints in (2) can be equivalently written as x E XR.
Assumptions
In the convergence analysis, we will make the following assumptions on the problem P. ASSUMPTION 1 . (Feasibility) The problem P is feasible, i.e., EmEM maxrEs,nRm br Cj for all 1 E L.
Note that in the special case when b 0 Vr E R, the feasibility assumption is satisfied. ASSUMPTION 2. (Bounded slope) There exists an A < oo such that U,(Xr) A VXr E Xr for all r E R.
For the sake of simplicity of the analysis, we make an additional assumption in this paper, as stated below.
However, this assumption is not necessary for the convergence results to hold. Refer to Ref. 11 for the convergence results in the more general case.
Since X,. = [br , B}, thus for any scalar y, [y}xr min(Br ,max(br , y)).
ASSUMPTION 3 .
(Strict Concavity) The utility f'unctions Ur are strictly concave in the interval X . Thns for every r E R, there exists a > 0 such that Ur (Xr) > yr for all Xr E X.
Note that the above assumption also implies that the optimal solution of P is unique. Let x* be the optimal solution of P. Define the overall user utility function U : lR as U(x) = >rER Ur(xr), and let U* U(x*) be the corresponding optimal value. Next we state some convergence results under various conditions of the step-sizes.
Exact convergence with diminishing step-sizes
Assume that the sequence of step-sizes {)} in (6) satisfies the following criteria
As an example, ) = (1/n) is a sequence that satisfies (11).
Let R = maxmEM IRm I denote the maximum number of receivers in any multicast group. The following theorem shows that our algorithm converges to the optimum if the step-sizes satisfy (11) . THEOREM 1. Consider the iterative procedure stated in (3)- (6), with the splitting factors satisfying (8)-(1O), and the step-sizes satisfying (11) . Then for all K > AR, the sequence of rate vectors {x(')} converges to x*, the unique optimal solution of P.
The proof of the above theorem can be found in Ref. 1 1 . Note that from the continuity of U it follows that lim U(x()) = U.
To see what the convergence result would be for the case where the optimum solution is non-unique, let p(x, Y) = minYEy Jx -y denote the Euclidean distance of a point x from any compact set Y. If X* is the set of optimal solutions of P, then the convergence result takes the following form'1 : lim÷ p(x() ,X*) 0. From the continuity of U, it follows that 1im.÷ U(x()) = U , as before.
Convergence and parameter choices
Theorem 1 states that there is a minimum value of the penalty scaling factor K beyond which our algorithm converges to the optimum solution. However, the value of this lower bound on K, as stated in Theorem 1, could be quite conservative. Thus in practice, the algorithm could converge to the optimum even for a much smaller value of K than that required by the stated bound (see Section 7). Also note that in the unicast case, the bound is simply the maximum derivative of the utility functions.
Our algorithm can be also be shown to converge if the step-sizes A satisfy ) = AA where 0 < ) < 1 and Ais a "sufficiently large" constant. Note that all these step-sizes satisfy = 0. This condition is required due to the non-differentiability of the problem. In practice, however, it may not be possible (due to precision limitations) or efficient (since it could slow down the convergence rate considerably) to decrease the step-size beyond a certain value. In the next subsection, therefore, we investigate the convergence of our algorithm with constant step-sizes.
Approximate convergence with constant step-sizes
If the step-sizes are constant, we can guarantee convergence of the rates to a neighborhood of the optimum. The result is formally stated below. A similar result holds even in the case where the step-sizes are not constant but converge to some positive value. Let ö(x*) be the set of all points at a distance of ö or less from x (the ö-neighborhood of x*), i.e., ö(x*) {x : liz-x*ll S}. Let L denote the maximum number of links on a receiver's path (from the source to the receiver). Also, let 'y = minrER 7r > 0, where are as defined in Assumption 3.
The above theorem can be proved along the same lines as Theorem 1.11 The theorem states that for a constant step-size, the rate vector converges to a neighborhood around the optimum, and the size of this neighborhood depends on the chosen step-size. Note that the value of 5, as given in Theorem 2, could be very conservative. Thus in practice, the neighborhood to which the rates converge could be much smaller than that stated in the above result. Note that from the above result, the quantity /5KL( + /X) can be viewed as the average error (compared to the optimum) in each receiver rate. Also note that this error decreases to zero as A -+ 0. Therefore, we can achieve any arbitrarily small average error by choosing a sufficiently small stepsize.
DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION
Now we describe how the algorithm described in Section 4 can be implemented in an asynchronous network environment in a distributed and scalable way.
Protocol Description
First we will describe how the protocol works. As mentioned before, in our algorithms, a source/junction/receiver node needs to communicate only with its parent and children nodes. Assume that the each source/junction node sends congestion packets (CP) (containing the congestion penalty information) to its children nodes. Also assume that each receiver/junction node sends rate packets (RP) (containing the rate information) to its parent node. Thus the CPs move in the downstream direction of the tree, while the RPs move in the upstream direction (see Figure 2) . The CPs that a junction node sends to its children are sent out when the junction node receives a CP from its parent. Moreover, the RP that a junction node sends to its parent is formed by merging the RPs that it receives from all of its children. As in the figure, each CP contains a congestion penalty field , while each RP contains a rate field ?i5. A junction/receiver node communicates its rate request to its parent node through the field of the RP. This is to let the parent node know at what rate it needs to send traffic to the corresponding child. The parent node also uses these communicated rates to determine which of the children are requesting the maximum rates, and penalize only those children. For this purpose, each junction node r maintains C'(C Cr), the set of the children requesting the maximum rates.
A source/junction node conveys the appropriate congestion penalty to its children nodes through the 5 field of the CP. Note that choosing fractional splitting factors makes the penalty term fractional, and this makes it difficult to convey it to the receiver using a few bytes, without sacrificing precision. For good precision, we require that the p field be fairly large, and this results in a high protocol overhead. To avoid this problem, we can just assign integral splitting factors, i.e., 0 and 1. In this case, conditions (8)- (9) require that a splitting factor of 1 be assigned to any one of the children that is requesting the maximum traffic rate, while a splitting factor of 0 be assigned to all other children (whether they are requesting the maximum traffic rate or not) . Note that it does not matter which one of the children (amongst those that request the maximum rate) is chosen to pay the penalty, and the child that is penalized could be different at different times (iterations). The algorithms described below assume this kind of penalty splitting. This ensures that the number of bytes that need to be allocated to the i field is small (we discuss more on this later).
Also assume that link 1 (i.e., the node associated with link 1, which is usually the node where the link originates) is responsible for keeping track of the link congestion indicator variable E . Moreover, for any receiver/junction node r, the node itself is responsible for keeping track of the receiver/junction rate Xr. 
Link and Node Algorithms
On receiving RPs from all of its children nodes, a junction node computes the maximum of the rates requested, and sends an RP to its parent, setting the field to this maximum requested rate. When an R.P is going through link 1, the node reads the field and uses it to update the congestion indicator E (see the link algorithm below).
When sending a CP to a child, a source node stamps 0 in the 5 field of the CP. Each link on the path to the child adds the link congestion indicator (0 or 1) in the field of the CP. A junction node transfers the field of the CP that it receives from its parent node to the CP of one of the children that has requested the maximum rate; the p fields of the CPs for the rest of the children are stamped as 0. Thus when a receiver node receives a CP, the p field contains the appropriate congestion penalty for that receiver, which it uses for updating its rate according to (6) . In the algorithms stated below, the updates of the rates, congestion indicators etc. , are triggered by arrival of a cP or an RP. In practice, however, these updates can also be done after some fixed time-intervals.
In the algorithms described below, the step-size for rate updates is kept constant at A.
Implementation Issues
Let us calculate the number of bits that must be allocated to the 5 field of the CP. Firstly note that the value of in the 5 field of a CP to a receiver can at most be equal to the number of links on the path from thesource to the receiver. This is due to the fact that in the worst case, all the links from the source to the receiver can be congested, and the penalty splitting factors of all the junction/receiver nodes on that path could be one. Thus the value of in the 5 field of any CP can be at most L, where L isthe maximum number of links on the path from a source toa receiver. This implies that we need to allocate [log2 Lj + 1 to the field. Therefore for most real networks, including the internet, allocating just one byte (or even half a byte) for the congestion penalty field should be enough (note that one byte would allow 255 links on a path from the source to the receiver, whereas half a byte would allow 15 links) . Thus the overhead of the network congestion feedback to the receivers is quite small. The implementation of the link algorithm, as described in the previous subsection, has an important drawback. Note that in the implementation described, the link would have to keep track of the rates of all individual sessions that traverse that link. This implies that a router would have to maintain per-session state even for sessions for which it is a non-junction node. This is certainly undesirable, as we have argued in Section 3.2. However, note that the session rates can also be estimated by traffic measurement at the links. Also note that in order to determine whether a link is congested or not, we only need to know the total rate of traffic at that link, and not the individual session rates (see the link algorithm described above) . Thus we could determine the value of the link congestion indicator just by measuring the total arrival rate at the link. Thus with measurement-based rate estimation, maintaining of per-flow state at the links is not necessary. It is easy to see that the with this modification, the distributed implementation of our algorithm (as described in the previous subsection) satisfies all the desirable features listed in Section 3.2.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In Section 5, we have analytically proved the convergence of our algorithm in a synchronous environment. Simulations carried out on various network topologies confirm that our algorithm achieves the optimal rates even in an asynchronous slowly time-varying environment. In this section, we present a few representative examples to demonstrate this fact. In these experiments, the algorithms are implemented as described in the previous section, and the step-size of rate updates (,\) is kept fixed. However, updates of the link congestion indicators occur at regular intervals, and not on arrivals of RPs. Figure 3 shows the example network that we consider, which consists of two multicast groups sharing a 10-link network. The utility functions of all receivers of group I and r5 of group 2 are ln(1 + x), while those of the rest are 2 ln(1 + x). The minimum and maximum receiver rates are 0 and 5 Mbps respectively. Assume that receivers r1 , r2 , r3, r4 , r6 and r7 arrive at time t = 0. Also, receiver r5 joins at t = 30 secs, while receiver r2 leaves at t = 50 secs. Figure 4 , which shows some rate plots in the time window 20-70 secs, demonstrate the performance of our algorithm in this particular example. In this case, A is set to 0.003 and K is set to 1 .2. The update interval of the link congestion indicators is 10 ms. Note that the receivers that joined at time t = 0 have already reached their steady-state (optimal) rates at t = 20 secs. Figure 4(a) and (b) show the (achieved) receiver rates of r1 and r5 along with the optimal rates (the curves of the other receiver rates also exhibit a similar trend). the observed rate of tracks the optimal rate closely even as the optimal rate changes (due to the arrival/departure of other receivers). Figure 4 (b) also shows the same trend. Figure 4 (c) and (d) show the average and maximum relative errors over all receivers. If x(t) and x(t) respectively denote the achieved and optimal rates of receiver r at time t, the relative error for receiver r at time t is defined as 1 --f . The sharp peaks exhibited by the curves at t = 30 and t = 50 secs are due to the sudden change in the optimal rates due to the arrival/departure of receivers.
The relative errors decrease with time and gradually approach zero, indicating the convergence of all receiver rates to the optimal values. This example also demonstrates that in practice, the rates can converge to the optimal values even for a value of K smaller than the lower bound stated in Theorems 1 and 2. As a careful look at Figure 4 (c) and (d) shows, the average and maximum relative errors do not exactly reach zero, but fluctuate rapidly, remaining close to zero. The thickening of the receiver rate plots in Figure 4 (a) and (b) are also due to these small but rapid fluctuations around the optimal values. Recall that in Section 5, we argued that due to the non-differentiability of the problem we need step-sizes close to zero in order to guarantee exact convergence. When the step-size is constant, but small, as in the case of the plots in Figure 4 , then we can only guarantee that the rates would converge to a neighborhood of the optimum (Theorem 2) . When the total traffic is close to the link capacity, the link congestion indicator fluctuates rapidly between 0 and 1 ,as can be expected from intuition. Moreover, when multiple children request the maximum traffic rate from a junction node, the penalty splitting factors for those children could also fluctuate rapidly, as can be expected from the description of the junction node's algorithm presented in the last section. This could cause the receiver penalty Pr to fluctuate rapidly, causing rate fluctuations like those seen in Figure 4 . Smaller step-sizes cause smaller fluctuations, but also results in lower convergence speeds. Thus the choice of the step-size is a tradeoff between the convergence speed and magnitude of fluctuations. In practice, a receiver could choose large step-sizes initially (to ensure fast convergence) , and reduce the step-sizes once it detects that its rate is fluctuating around the same mean value (to reduce fluctuations when the rates are close to the optimal values) . Recall that convergence is guaranteed only when the constant K is "sufficiently large" (Theoremsi and 2) . However, setting K to a very large value could reduce the average throughput considerably, as we would intuitively expect. Therefore, the value of K should be chosen carefully to ensure good performance in practice.
RELATED WORK
An aggregate utility maximization approach to flow control was suggested recently by Kelly.'2 This problem, for the case of all unicast sessions, has received considerable attention in recent literature. Several flow control algorithms, both rate-based and window-based, have been proposed (see Ref. 16, 13, 15, 27, 9) . These algorithms were derived using different optimization approaches, and we will not discuss them here. Amongst these, the unicast algorithm presented in Ref. 9 is also based on subgradient optimization methods. For the special case of all unicast sessions, the algorithm presented in this paper reduces to a form that has certain similarities with the algorithm in Ref. 9 (particularly the fact that in both cases, the congestion feedback from the network to the user is the number of congested links on user's path). However, compared to the the algorithm in Ref. 9 , the all unicast version of our algorithm guarantees convergence under weaker assumptions on the receiver utility functions and the penalty scaling factor.
For the case of multirate multicast sessions, the optimization based rate control problem has not been adequately addressed. As we have already argued in earlier sections, the non-separability and non-differentiability of the problem and the multicast-specific requirements make this problem much more complex than its unicast version. In Ref. 10 , the authors address the multirate multicast utility maximization problem and propose dual-based algorithms for it. The algorithms are distributed, and do not require the network to know the receiver utilities. The processing, storage and communication overheads at a junction node is proportional to its number of children. In spite of these attractive features, the algorithms in Ref. 10 suffer from certain drawbacks which limit their practical viability.
In the algorithms in Ref. 10 , the network determines its congestion level based on certain "pseudo-rates" which could be different from the actual rates. The pseudo-rates can not be inferred from the actual traffic rates. These pseudo-rates need to be stored at junction nodes, and also to be communicated between a parent and children nodes, thus increasing the storage and communication overheads significantly. More importantly, each link has to keep track of the pseudo-rate of each of the sessions going through it (in order to update the link congestion indicator). Therefore, the algorithms in Ref. 10 require the network links to maintain per-session state for each of the multirate multicast session traversing the link. Hence these algorithms do not scale as the number of multirate multicast sessions traversing a link increases. Moreover, in these algorithms, the pseudo-rates are communicated between a parent and its children nodes, thus increasing the storage and communication overheads significantly. As we have argued before, in our algorithm, no per-session information needs to be maintained at the non-junction nodes. Moreover, we do not have any extra overhead of storing and communicating pseudo-rates.
In the algorithms proposed in Ref. 10, the congestion information ( "congestion prices" ) that the network needs to communicate to the users are real numbers that could vary over a wide range. This poses a difficulty in communicating the price to the end-host using a small number of bits. While one can use some probabilistic marking policies (following the approach in Ref. 1) to convey the congestion information is a single bit, it is not clear if such policies can provide theoretical convergence guarantees (note that even if the algorithm converges in that case, the convergence would be in some probabilistic sense). On the other hand, our algorithm has guaranteed deterministic convergence, and would require, in practice, no more than one byte in the packet header for conveying the congestion information.
In terms of computational overhead too, our algorithm is significantly better than those proposed in Ref. 10 . In the latter, the junction nodes are required to solve a maximization problem. This could impose a considerable computational overhead on the core routers of the network. In our case, however, the algorithms of the junction (as well as the non-junction) nodes are extremely simple, and therefore, the computational overhead on the core routers is small. Moreover, in certain cases, the receiver algorithm too could be much simpler in our case as compared to that in Ref. 10 (note that the algorithms in Ref. 10 require the receiver to compute a maximizer, whereas in our case, the receiver only needs to compute a derivative).
Very recently, Deb and Srikant7'8 have developed a simple, scalable rate control algorithm for the same problem that we have addressed in this paper. The algorithm proposed in their work, done independently and completed in parallel with our work, has certain similarities with the algorithm presented in this paper. The algorithm in Ref. 7,8 is also a primal algorithm, and is developed using subgradient techniques. However, there are some important differences between the algorithm presented in Ref. 7,8 and the one described in this paper, as we outline below. In the algorithm proposed in Ref. 7,8, the measure of congestion in a branch is the aggregate packet loss rate or packet marking rate over all links of the branch, whereas in our case, it is the number of congested links of the branch. Note that in the approach in Ref. 7,8, the authors assume that packets of a session are lost/marked at a link in proportion with the share of the session in the overall link load. While this fact is true if the link scheduling disciplines are FIFO, it may not hold for more general scheduling disciplines. Therefore, whereas our algorithm should work for any work-conserving scheduling discipline, the algorithm in Ref. 7,8 may not work for non-FIFO link scheduling disciplines. Also note that whereas the approach taken in this paper can be considered to be a generalization of the approach presented in Ref. 9 for the unicast case, the approach in Ref. 7,8 can be viewed as a generalization of the approach proposed in Ref. 13 ,27 for unicast sessions.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
Note that in the problem discussed in this paper, we have assumed that bandwidth allocations can be continuous. In reality, however, the bandwidth allocations could be limited to some discrete levels only (for example, in layered video, there will be a few distinct bandwidth levels, one corresponding to each layer). This makes the problem much harder to solve (it becomes an integer programming problem). However, in that case, we can use the approach presented in this paper to obtain an approximate solution. We can "convexify" the problem first, and then apply our algorithms to the convexified problem (it is like solving the linear programming relaxation of the integer programming problem) . If the set of discrete bandwidth levels are dense, then the rates obtained by rounding down the rates to which our algorithms converge would give rates that are both feasible and close to optimality.
There are several interesting and challenging questions related to this work that need to be investigated further. Note that in this paper we have only proved the convergence of our algorithm under the synchronous update assumption. An interesting theoretical question is that of investigating the convergence of the algorithm in the case of asynchronous updates. Also note that the algorithm for which the convergence was proved assumed that the feedback that the receiver and the network provides to each other are exact, i.e., devoid of any errors. In practice, however, there will be errors due to measurement, rounding etc. Some of these errors could be modeled as noise. The performance of our algorithm under noise is another topic that requires further investigation.
